41a Cividale Castelmonte
PRESS RELEASE N ° 1 - Wednesday, 3rd October 2018
On the starting grid the 41st Cividale-Castelmonte

The engines are warming up for the 41st edition of Cividale-Castelmonte, a tortuous
international hill-climb. The entrants and the fervor increase for this competition organized
by the tireless staff of the Scuderia Red White.
The weekend of 12-13-14 October is coming up, which will see the evocative landscapes
of Cividale del Friuli, Carraria, Castelmonte and the municipality of Prepotto, theater of the
international kermesse of cars and drivers valid for the Central European Championship
FIA CEZ, Austrian Championship, Italian Hill climb Trophy and Alpe Adria Hill Climb
Trophy.
Monday the 8th October at the stroke of midnight the entrys form will close.
To date, the majority of entrants speak German, Austrians are more quicker to confirm
their presence at this race. For them it would be the last and decisive race of the National
Championship.
The Italian Federico Liber, one of the favorites to win, has already confirmed his presence
on the race’s demanding track. Among the certains racers for the modern cars there are
also Josef Tarmann with his prototype Dallara Mercedes F302, Marietto Nalon with a
single-seater Dallara, Karl Schagerl in the awesome group E1 with a VW Golf Rallye.
Expected also the fellow citizen Gianni di Fant who will probably be at the start with a
whole new Lamborghini Huracan. In the historic cars the first entries are by Silvio
Andrighetti with a Lancia Stratos, Johannes Esterbauer with a Steyr Puch 650 TR and
Gerald Glinzner with a Porsche 911 Carrera. Rino Muradore and Massimo Guerra are also
expected.
From all over Europe fans and passionate come to take part in an event where cars of
great prestige, historical and sporting value can be contemplated.
The Cividale-Castelmonte guarantees every year to its public a big show and a
competition through the roof. The exciting track is 6.35 km long, with a difference in height
between the start and the arrival 413 meters and an mean gradient of 6,4%.
On Friday 12th of October in Cividale del Friuli the competition will come alive from
2.30pm to 7.00pm with the opening of Administrative Scrutineering, at the Casa delle
Associazioni in Via Carraria 101 (start) and Technical Scrutineering at Via Tombe Romane
from 3:00pm to 7:30pm.
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On Saturday 13th of October at Carraria from 9:30am will take place the official tests, in
two manche, which will allow riders to become familiar with the track and find the best
technique to face the competition.
Sunday 14th of October at the beginning of the race track the adrenaline will kick in 9:30
from Carraria and will arrive to the desired and sweaty destination in Castelmonte.
The award ceremony will take place immediately after the arrival of the last car at the
Castelmonte Arrival Park. The commitment of the Scuderia Red White, of their volunteers,
companies and institutions that have confirmed their support allow each year to create a
high-level event.
All information, entries form and entrants list are available at www.scuderiaredwhite.com.
On the website every two days new entrants will be published.
The most passionate and the entrants could follow the race’s updates on the facebook
profile www.facebook.com/cividalecastelmontehillclimb and on the Instagram
account www.instagram.com/scuderiaredwhite.
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